Exploration of the practical path of integrating the red resources in northern Anhui province into the Party Building in University Organs—— takes F university as an example
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Abstract: Red resources are the valuable spiritual wealth of the CPC and the PRC, as well as the valuable political resources of the party building in colleges and universities. The organic integration of local cultural resources into the party building of university organs is of great significance for promoting the high-quality development of party building of university organs and the construction of high-level universities. The thesis takes the F university in northern Anhui as an example. By combing and analyzing the data of the use of red resources in Northern Anhui by F University, it is found that there are some problems in the integration of red resources in Northern Anhui into the party building of colleges and universities, such as integration but not enter, insufficient integration and no integration. It is proposed that the integration of red resources in Northern Anhui into the party building of University organs should deeply understand the importance of making good use of red resources, conscientiously implement the general requirements of party building in the new era, and give full play to the role of the three-level party organization of the university party committee, the party committee of the agency, and the party branch of the agency.
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Red resources are the valuable spiritual wealth of the CPC and the PRC, as well as the valuable political resources of the party building in colleges and universities. The CPC has always attached great importance to the role of red resources in party building. General Secretary Xi Jinping said repeatedly, "Red is the brightest background color of the CPC and the PRC. Red resources bear witness to our party's arduous and glorious struggle and are the most precious spiritual wealth." [1] University organs are the first level leading and management institutions of colleges and universities. They play an important role and are responsible for the organization and implementation of teaching, scientific research, talent training, Party construction and ideological and political education in Colleges and universities. They in Colleges and universities. Doing a good job of Party building in Colleges and universities is related to the implementation of the fundamental task of Building Morality and cultivating people and the realization of the goal of running a university to the satisfaction of the people. F University is a Provincial Normal University located in Northern Anhui. Northern Anhui is rich in red resources. It is of great significance to organically integrate the red cultural resources in Northern Anhui into the party building of colleges and universities, so as to promote the high-quality development of Party Construction of colleges and universities and promote the construction of high-level universities.

1. Analysis of the current situation of integrating the local red resources into the party building of colleges and universities in northern Anhui

Based on the actual situation of F university, we systematically combed the information released by the homepage of F university's campus network and the webpage of 20 institutions in the recent five years (2017-2021), mainly investigating the actual use of red resources, especially the use of red resources in northern Anhui to carry out activities. At the same time, some leaders and staff of institutions were interviewed, from which the current situation and problems of integrating the red resources in northern Anhui into the party building of colleges and universities were summarized.
1.1 The overall situation of the use of red resources by institutions in F universities in the past five years

According to the analysis, 20 institutions and units of F university carried out activities using red resources: 4 times in 2017, 28 times in 2018, 13 times in 2019, 2 times in 2020 and 9 times in 2021, a total of 56 times. (See Figure 1) The reason for the 28 times in 2018 is that the Party Committee of the university organ organized party members to carry out revolutionary traditional education in Huoshan on July 14 of that year, one time for each unit (20 times in total). In summary, in the past five years, each unit used local red resources to receive education 2.8 times on average, and each unit used local red resources to receive education 0.56 times on average. For example, except that in 2018, the party committee of the agency organized the party members of the agency to go to Huoshan to carry out revolutionary traditional education activities once. In the past five years, each unit used local red resources to receive education 1.8 times on average, and each unit used local red resources to receive education 0.36 times a year. 13 times in 2019 were related to the education campaign launched in June 2019 with the theme of " Remain true to our original aspiration and keep our mission firmly in mind". In 2020, there were only two, related to the spread of COVID-19; Nine times in 2021 are related to the Party history learning and education that will be launched throughout the party in February 2021.

![Figure 1: Annual utilization of local red resources by institutions of F University in recent 5 years](image)

1.2 F university organs and units using local red resources to carry out activities in recent 5 years

After combing, it is found that in the past five years, F University organs and units have used the red resources in Northern Anhui for 30 times, including Fuyang revolutionary martyrs memorial hall for 9 times, "April 9" uprising site Memorial Hall for 7 times, F University History hall for 5 times, the memorial hall of the thousand mile leap forward Dabie Mountain for 4 times, Wei Yechou Memorial Hall for 3 times, Fuyang Museum for 1 time, and Fuyang urban planning exhibition hall for 1 time; 26 times of red resources in non Northern Anhui, including 20 times of Huoshan revolutionary martyrs memorial hall, 2 times of Dabaogan Memorial Hall in Xiaogang Village, 2 times of Jinzhai Revolutionary Museum, 1 time of river crossing Campaign Memorial Hall and 1 time of the former military and political site of Yuexi Red 28th Army. (see Figure 2). Among them, the local Red Resources in Northern Anhui were used 30 times, accounting for 54%, and the red resources in other parts of the province were used 26 times, accounting for 46%. There are five local Red Resources in Northern Anhui used by F University institutions. In addition to the University history museum of F University, the memorial hall of the "April 9" uprising site, the memorial hall of the thousand mile leap forward Dabie Mountain and the memorial hall of Wei Yechou are provincial-level patriotism education demonstration bases, and the memorial hall of Fuyang revolutionary martyrs, Fuyang Museum and Fuyang urban planning exhibition hall are municipal patriotism education demonstration bases. (see Figure 3). According to the data, the city's only national patriotism education demonstration base named by the Propaganda Department of the CPC Central Committee in June 2021 - Wangjiaba Sluice, has not been visited by any organ or unit.
Figure 2: F University institutions and units using red resources to carry out activities in recent 5 years

Figure 3: F University institutions and units using red resources in northern Anhui in recent 5 years to carry out activities

1.3 Themes and methods of the use of red resources by the institutions of F university in the past five years

The theme of the activity shows the purpose of the activity. To carry out activities, first of all, there must be a specific purpose, and then choose a clear theme, the two are consistent.

Whether the local red resources are integrated into the party building work of colleges and universities depends first on whether the theme fits. Through the analysis of the news information texts released by 20 agencies and units, among the 56 activities carried out by the agencies and units of F University in the past 5 years, their themes were classified. Among them, 7 times were centered on the theme of "don't forget the beginner's mind, keep in mind that the mission ", Party History Study and Education 3 times, Revolutionary Traditional Education 33 times, theme party day 8 times, and theme education activities 5 times. (See Figure 4) Wherever he went, he basically completed the prescribed actions, such as visiting exhibitions, revisiting the oath of joining the party, and taking group photos.

Figure 4: The utilization of red resources by institutions of F in recent 5 years
2. The problems existing in the integration of red resources in northern Anhui into the party construction in colleges and universities

According to our combing and analysis of the utilization of red resources in Northern Anhui by institutions of F universities in recent five years (2017-2021), it can be found that, in general, the red resources in Northern Anhui are well integrated with the party construction of institutions of F universities and achieved good results, but there are also problems that the red resources in Northern Anhui are not integrated with the party construction of institutions of F universities, insufficient integration and no integration. To a certain extent, it not only affects the role of red resources, but also has a certain impact on the in-depth development of Party construction.

Integration but not entering, is the combination of local red resources in northern Anhui and party building work in colleges and universities. Due to the insufficient degree of "integration", the effect of "entering" is not good. The specific manifestation is that some party organizations and party members also made plans in advance, participated in the "view" at the red base, declared the "oath", took the "photo", and reported the "news", and the result was One "view", one "pat", and one "report". After returning, there was no discussion and exchange, no reflection and understanding, and the effect received was not obvious. Even the time was taken up, the funds were spent, and the prescribed actions were completed, but the red spirit was not fully absorbed in the mind, and the effect of combining with the actual work was not achieved.

Insufficient integration, means that the red resources in northern Anhui and the party building work of colleges and universities are not integrated enough, showing a state of "half-integration and half-inclusion". Or they didn’t go to the places they’ve been to as a leader, and they didn’t go to the places they visited last time; or they didn’t make plans in advance, they didn’t make full preparations, and they left on a whim; or they chose distance and spent two whole days, only received education for half an hour; or under the pretext of being busy at work, retreating to seek the nearest, not integrating enough with the theme of centralized education in the party or the main course party day, and not integrating with the requirements of the university party committee and the party committee of the institution, and the unit The work of this department is not integrated enough, neither the "integration" of the content nor the "integration into the brain" can be guaranteed, and the effect cannot be guaranteed.

Without integration, there is no combination of the red resources in northern Anhui and the party construction work in colleges and universities, "two skins", let alone guarantee the educational effect.

3. The practical path of promoting the integration of red resources in northern Anhui into the party construction of colleges and universities

It is a systematic project to integrate red resources into the party construction in colleges and universities. [2] In order to promote the integration of red resources in northern Anhui province into party building in colleges and universities, we must deeply understand the importance of making good use of red resources in ideological understanding, earnestly implement the general requirements of Party building in the new era in the selection of content, and give full play to the functions of party organizations at the three levels of university Party Committee, organ Party committee and organ party branch in the system and mechanism.

3.1 Deeply understand the importance of making good use of red resources

The CPC Central Committee has always attached great importance to making full use of red resources to strengthen party building, General Secretary Xi Jinping has repeatedly stressed, " We should make good use of red resources, carry forward the red tradition, and carry on the red genes."[3] Make good use of red resources, continuous red blood, is also an important content of
every party concentrated education. On May 31, 2019, General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out in his speech at the educational work conference on the theme of "remain true to our original aspiration and keep our mission firmly in mind", "Ideological and political baptism focuses on educating and guiding the majority of Party members and cadres to strengthen their faith in Marxism and socialism with Chinese characteristics, inherit the red gene, enhance the" Four Consciousness ", strengthen the" four self-confidence ", achieve the" two maintenance ", consciously maintain a high degree of consistency with the Party Central Committee in ideology, politics and action, and always be loyal to the party, the people and Marxism. [4] On January 8, 2020, General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out when summarizing the theme education experience at the theme education summary conference of " remain true to our original aspiration and keep our mission firmly in mind", "Abstain from false work, strive for practical results, and take the opposition to formalism and bureaucracy as a prominent requirement, Do not replace self-study and seminars with expert lectures and theoretical guidance, and carry out red education nearby." [5] On February 20, 2021, in his speech at the Party History Learning and Education Mobilization Conference, Xi Jinping emphasized the need to focus on the innovation of methods and methods, "We should pay close attention to special study, special party lessons, special democratic life meetings and special training, carefully organize publicity groups to carry out special publicity, make good use of the party's red resources, and let the cadres and the masses personally feel the arduous course, great changes and brilliant achievements." [6] In-depth study and implementation of General Secretary Xi Jinping's important exposition on the good use of red resources and the continuous red bloodline, should attach great importance to the ideological use of red resources, the importance of continuous red bloodline, and organically integrate the red resources in northern Anhui into the party in colleges and universities to promote the high-quality development of party building work in colleges and universities.

### 3.2 Earnestly implementing the general requirements for Party building in the New Era

Red resource is a unique resource for party spirit education of party members and cadres. It embodies the party's struggle, condenses the party building experience, and contains the party's faith and style. The report of the 19th CPC National Congress clearly put forward the general requirements for Party building in the new era, emphasizing "comprehensively promote the party's political construction, ideological construction, organizational construction, style construction and discipline construction, run through the system construction, deeply promote the anti-corruption struggle and constantly improve the quality of Party building." [7] To integrate the red resources of northern Anhui into the party building work of university organs, we must earnestly implement the general requirements of party building in the new era, with distinct themes, rich contents and diversified methods. Every centralized education within the party has distinct themes, objectives and requirements. General Secretary Xi Jinping's speech at the Party History Learning and Education Mobilization Conference put forward clear requirements for the Party history learning and education work. In general, it is necessary to learn history to understand the truth, learn history to increase trust, learn history to honor morality, and learn history to practice, educate and guide all party comrades to learn party history, understand ideas, do practical things, and open up new situations. Once the theme and requirements are clear, there is content to "engage". Red resources are not only visible material resources, but also spiritual resources that need to be internalized. On the one hand, the party organization can organize party members to visit the site of red resources in northern Anhui, and more importantly, it is necessary to deeply grasp the red spirit contained in it; on the other hand, it is necessary to deal with the relationship between knowledge and action, not only to guide party members and staff to understand the knowledge of red knowledge in northern Anhui, but also to transform red knowledge into red quality through externalization of practice, which will have a positive impact on the party's original mission. The profound understanding of the nature and purpose has been transformed into loyalty to the party, and it has taken on the important task of educating people for the party and cultivating talents for the country. Under the
new situation, we must also pay attention to giving full play to the role of new media, publicize and introduce the process of the party's revolution, construction and reform with the help of new media network platform, deepen the understanding of Party members and cadres on the party's development history, enhance the "Four Consciousness", strengthen the "four self-confidence", defend the "two establishment" and achieve the "two maintenance". By publicizing red deeds, learning red characters and carrying forward the red spirit, we can realize the dissemination, exchange and sharing of red resources, so as to improve the ideological level of Party members and promote the construction of high-level normal university.

3.3 Give full play to the role of the University Party Committee, organ party committee and organ party branch

The grass-roots party organization in colleges and universities is an important link between the party and the majority of teachers, students and employees. It is the core force for uniting, leading, propagating, and organizing the masses of party members to complete the fundamental tasks undertaken by colleges and universities, and is the basis for all the party's work and combat effectiveness." Red resources are the testimony of our party's hard and brilliant struggle, and the most precious spiritual wealth."[8] To integrate the local red resources in northern Anhui into the party building work of colleges and universities, it is necessary to give full play to the role of the three-level party organization of the university party committee, the party committee of the organization, and the party branch of the organization, especially in conjunction with the centralized education within the party or the theme party day activities. Party committees of colleges and universities must have decision-making arrangements; Party committees of institutions must have implementation opinions; branches of institutions and units must have implementation plans. Taking the learning and education of party history as an example, the party committee of colleges and universities should, in accordance with the requirements of the central and provincial committees, take the use of local red resources in northern Anhui as a prescribed action to promote the normalization and long-term effect of party history learning and education; the party committee of the agency should refine the requirements of the university, put forward requirements for each branch, and combine the characteristics and advantages of the local red resources in northern Anhui to organize party members and cadres of the agency to go to the Wangjiaba Flood Control Exhibition Hall, the "April 9" Uprising Site Memorial Hall, and the Thousand Mile Leap forward Dabie Mountain Memorial Hall, Wei Yechou Memorial Hall, Fuyang Revolutionary Martyrs Memorial Hall and other places to visit and study red resources and receive red education can be organized by the party committee of the organ, or a branch can be carried out alone, or several branches can be jointly carried out; Party members can be organized to participate, or All personnel of the organization unit participate; it is not limited to national and provincial patriotism education bases, but can also be carried out at city and county-level patriotism education bases. When implementing the opinions of the university Party committee and the organ Party committee, the organ branch can formulate a detailed plan in combination with the characteristics of its own unit and department. By visiting red ruins, carrying out red party day activities and carrying out red education, it is conducive to give play to the role of fighting fortress of grass-roots party organizations, educate and guide Party members and cadres to deepen their understanding of the party and red resources, deepen their understanding and understanding of the party's history, theory and tasks, consciously inherit the party's red gene and continue the party's red blood, Continuously enhance the awareness of serving teachers and students and the confidence of building a high-level normal university.

"Red resources is a living practical textbook." [9]"The party's great spirit and glorious tradition are our precious spiritual wealth and a powerful spiritual driving force to inspire us to move forward bravely." [10] the organic integration of red resources in Northern Anhui into the party building work of local colleges and universities is not only conducive to the realization of the task of Party building in Colleges and universities, but also conducive to promoting the high-quality development
of colleges and universities, so as to promote the realization of the goal of cultivating new people worthy of the important task of national rejuvenation.
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